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SUMMARY
Face recognition is easily affected by pose angle. In order to improve the robustness to pose angle,
we need to solve the pose estimation, face synthesis and recognition problem. Sparse
representation can represent a face image with linear combination of atom faces. In this paper,
we construct different pose dictionaries using face images captured under the same pose angle to
estimate pose angle and synthesize front face images for recognition. Experimental results show
that sparse representation can estimate pose angle accurately, synthesize near frontal faces very
well and significantly improve the recognition rate for large pose angles.
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INTRODUCTION

As a research hotspot of pattern recognition and computer vision, face recognition has
attracted more and more attention from researchers [1, 2]. Compared with other biometric
identification techniques, face recognition has the advantages of easy access and no needs of
manual authentication, so it has extensive application prospects and higher research value
[1, 2]. Although the automatic face recognition under certain conditions (such as frontal face
images under controlled lighting) has obtained comparable accuracy to human beings, the
performance of automatic recognition has dropped significantly due to the face images easily
affected by lighting, pose, expression and age. How to achieve robustness of face recognition
under various conditions has become a very important research direction.
Under different pose angles and illumination conditions, difference in the face images of the
same person is usually larger than that between the face images acquired under the same
condition from different persons [2]. One solution is to synthesize normal illuminated frontal
face images for recognition [3]. This approach generally needs to solve the following three
problems: pose estimation, face synthesis and face recognition to deal with pose invariant face
recognition.
Pose estimation methods can be divided into two categories based on 2D images and 3D
depth images [4, 5]. 2D image based approaches can be further categorized into the
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following two groups. One approach first localizes key facial fiducial points, such as eyes,
nose and mouth etc. Then use the well trained model to estimate the pose angle based on the
local facial features around fiducial points [6]. The other approach attempts to learn the
relationship between facial appearance and the pose angle then utilize statistical method to
estimate pose angle [7, 8]. Methods based on 3D depth images need special sensors to obtain
the depth information, but usually no 2D appearance information is acquired. Meanwhile
these methods also need to locate specific facial features (such as eyes and nose) and
estimate pose angles through models [9]. In this paper, we only deal with the texture
information, so we only discuss the 2D image methods.
Face synthesis can also be grouped into 2D and 3D methods [10]. 2D methods generally
models relationship between facial fiducial points and pose angles and use 2D affine
transformation to map the local appearance of facial points of certain pose angle to the
corresponding facial points at other pose angles [11, 12]. 3D methods utilize the deformable
3D face model to integrate the shape information and texture information [13], which can get a
good estimation of pose to synthesize texture information.
Face recognition across different poses can be classified into four categories [10]: 1. face image
normalization, in which both gallery and probe images are normalized to frontal view based on
the model and classification is based on the normalized images [14]; 2. face image synthesis, in
which multiple virtual face images at various poses are synthesized for each gallery and the
probe image is compared with the synthesized gallery images of the same pose [15, 16]; 3. pose
robust features, which builds a Pose Adaptive Filter (PAF) to select representative feature points
to extract facial features that are less sensitive to the pose for identification [10]; 4. parameter
matching, which applies existing model to represent facial shape and texture information as
different parameters and identification is performed by parameter matching [17].
Generally several different methods are used for face pose estimation, synthesis and
recognition. However, if a system uses several different methods to deal with different
problems, it will become more complex, which is not conducive to system development,
maintenance and wider application. Sparse representation technology proposed in this paper
is applied to solve the problem of pose estimation, image synthesis and face recognition.
Different from most existing 2D methods that need to landmark face fiducial points for pose
estimation and face synthesis, the propose approach use reconstruction error and linear
combinations of face images for pose estimation and face synthesis without complex fiducial
points detection.
We first introduce sparse representation in section 2. Then we discuss in details of applying
sparse representation for pose estimation, face image synthesis and face recognition in section
3, followed by empirical evaluation of the propose method on the above three problems in
section 4. Finally, we draw a conclusion and discuss future work in section 5.

2.

SPARSE REPRESENTATION

Sparse representation is based on the long-term observation that people found if the basis of
the signal subspace is appropriately selected, the natural signal can be accurately represented.
It was originally used in signal compression at lower sampling rate [18 - 20]. Suppose a signal
needs n numbers to be represented in the spatial domain x∊ n, if the basis of the subspace is
properly chosen, then x can be expressed by a linear combination of only d(d<n) atomic
signals. The collection of all the atomic signals constitutes a dictionary D of the signal subspace.
38
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In the signal subspace, a dictionary D can be used to represent all possible signals, and each
signal can be accurately approximated by a few atoms. That is to say that any signal x can be
sparsely represented with the signal dictionary D. The sparse representation can be solved by
the following |0 norm optimization:

minw w 0 , subject to x = Dw
where w

0

(1)

means |0 norm, that is, the number of nonzero coefficients. However, the above

problem is non-convex and finding the unique sparsest solution is non-deteministic
polynomial-time hardness (NP-hard) and difficult to approximate [21]. In general, finding the
sparsest solution cannot be more efficient than exhausting search of all subsets of the
combination of atomic faces. In a greedy search method based on orthogonal matching pursuit
is proposed to approximate the |0 optimization [22]. Recent research discover that under
sufficiently sparsity constraint of x, the above equation can be transformed into the following |1
norm optimization:

minw x − Dw

2
2

+λ w

1

(2)

This problem can be solved in polynomial time by standard linear programming methods [23].
From equations (1) and (2) we can assure that signal x can be recovered (synthesized) by the
signal dictionary D as Dw, which would be used in our proposed approach for pose estimation
and face image synthesis.

3.

SPARSE REPRESENTATION FOR POSE INVARIANT FACE RECOGNITION

Sparse representation has been applied successfully on various computer vision tasks,
including detection, segmentation and classification [24 - 28]. In this section, we will discuss in
detail about how to apply sparse representation to simultaneously handle pose estimation,
face image synthesis and face recognition.
3.1 POSE ESTIMATION BASED ON SPARSE REPRESENTATION

We use the reconstruction error between the original face image and the synthesized image
using various pose dictionaries to estimate the pose angle. Due to the large face image
difference between various poses, if we apply the atomic signal under the same pose α to
compose the corresponding pose dictionary Dα, based on sparse representation hypothesis,
the face image under pose α can be accurately reconstructed by Dα, while images of other
poses can not be accurately recovered by Dα. Therefore, according to the residual error of
image restoration, the pose of face image can be determined. If n face pose dictionaries are
constructed, for the facial image x of a certain person, according to Eq. (2) using each pose
dictionary Di to recover x, the pose angle the dictionary corresponding to the smallest residuals
can be considered as the pose of image x. The above description can be expressed as the
following equation:

minα x − Dα wα
wα = argminw x − Dα w

2
2

2

+ λ w 1 , α ∈ ( 1,..., n )
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Equation (3) indicates that the choice of the pose dictionary with smallest residuals to
reconstruct image x, and Eq. (4) is the sparse representation solution for each dictionary using
|1 norm optimization. The pose angle of the dictionary with the minimal residual error can be
regarded as the pose angle estimation of image x, complying with the assumption that face
image can be reconstructed precisely using the pose dictionary of the same pose angle.
3.2 IMAGE SYNTHESIS BASED ON SPARSE REPRESENTATION

If we know the sparse representation of a signal, the signal can be reconstructed by Eq. (1).
Therefore, if we know the sparse representation of a frontal face, we can recover the frontal
face directly according to Eq. (1). But the sparse representation is obtained under the
condition that signal is known. If the face images are given in other poses, how can we
synthesize their corresponding frontal faces? The face of the same person in different views
can form a smooth manifold, and the coefficient of synthesis in different perspectives remains
the same [29]. That is to say, if the atomic faces of different pose dictionaries are from the same
set of person and are in the same order, then face images for the same person at different pose
angles can be represented with a consistent sparse representation using the corresponding
pose dictionary. For example, if a frontal face image of person x can be reconstructed using
atomic faces 1, 3, 10 from the frontal dictionary with weight 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 respectively. Then the
face image at pose angle α of person x can also be reconstructed using atomic faces 1, 3, 10
from the corresponding pose dictionary Dα with the same weight. A requirement is that atomic
faces 1, 3, 10 of the frontal face dictionary are the same person as the atomic faces 1, 3, 10 of
pose dictionary Dα respectively. Therefore, when we know the face image xα of a certain pose,
we can get the sparse representation wα based on the pose dictionary Dα. If we want to get the
image of the same person's face in other poses, we can use the corresponding pose dictionary
Dβ to replace Dα , which is indicated by the following equation:

x β = Dβ wα , subject to wα = argminw x − Dα w

2
2

+λ w

1

(5)

For the convenience of cross pose face recognition, we usually synthesize the frontal face.
3.3 FACE RECOGNITION BASED ON SPARSE REPRESENTATION

When sparse representation is used for face recognition, theoretically the coefficient w of the
same person's face is unique and sparse. However, due to the noise and the error of sparse
optimization, w is not consistent and contains many small non 0 items, which will reduce the
robustness of the recognition. In this paper, the minimum residual method is used to make the
identification. That is, find the face from all frontal faces with a minimal error to the
synthesized frontal face image xβ.
identy( x ) = argmini x β − x0i

2

(6)

By far we have used sparse representation to solve the problems in face pose estimation, face
synthesis and face recognition. Given a face image of a certain person, firstly we use the Eq. (3)
and (4) to estimate its pose angle α, and obtain its sparse representation wα in pose dictionary
Dα. Then we use Eq. (5) to synthesize the corresponding frontal face. Finally we compare the
synthetic face with all front faces in the database, and determine the identity according to Eq.
(6).

40
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

We have selected the FERET (the face recognition technology) database [30] and choose the
pose subset with different face poses to verify the performance of the propose approach on
face classification across different poses for three aspects including pose estimation, face
synthesis and face recognition. The pose subset contains a total of 1800 face images from 200
people with 9 different poses. Face images are aligned, cropped and normalized to 64 by 64
pixels according to the position of the eyes provided by FERET dataset, see Figure 1. We have
selected 900 images of 100 individuals to build the pose dictionary on 9 poses respectively,
with the rest of the 900 images for testing.

Fig. 1 Face image samples of FERET pose subset

4.1 POSE ESTIMATION

In this subsection, we will evaluate the accuracy of sparse representation on pose angle
estimation. According to the experimental results, we set the parameter λ=7. Table 1 lists the
pose estimation results for 9 different poses. The first row of Table 1 shows the actual face
pose angle, and the second row demonstrates sparse representation pose estimation accuracy.
The third row is the estimation accuracy based on the relaxed pose constraint. That is if the
estimated angle of sparse representation is the nearest angle to the ground truth, it is also
considered as the correct estimation. For example, when estimating +40° face pose image, if
the estimation of the sparse representation is +25°, it is also regarded as the correct
estimation. Table 1 indicates that the estimation accuracy on sparse representation for larger
view angle is higher than that of the smaller view angle. This is because the larger the view
angle, the more significant the difference between the face images across neighborhood views.
Thus the image reconstruction residual of larger view angle by the neighborhood pose
dictionary is relatively greater. Images of smaller view angles (+15°~-15°) are relatively
similar, thus the corresponding pose dictionary can reconstruct the images of neighborhood
view angles with less error. From Table 1 we can see that, sparse representation can estimate
the pose angle of face image quite well, with an average accuracy of 81.2%, and for the relaxed
constraint pose estimation, the estimation accuracy is close to 100%.
Table 1 Pose angle estimation accuracy of sparse representation
angle

+60°

+40°

+25°

+15°

0°

-15°

-25°

-40°

-60°

average

Accuracy 1

0.9

0.81

0.79

0.79

0.78

0.8

0.75

0.77

0.92

0.812

Accuracy 2
(relaxed
constraint)

1.0

0.99

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.99

0.998
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Figure 2 illustrates the average reconstruction error of different pose images using different
pose dictionaries. The x axis and y axis represent the pose angle and the brightness illustrates
reconstruction error where the brighter the color is the larger the error will be. As can be seen
from this figure, synthesis error of the face images using corresponding pose dictionary of the
same view angle is the smallest, which is shown in the diagonal. Synthesis error by using
neighborhood pose dictionary is relatively smaller. Whilst, synthesis error by other pose
dictionaries is generally larger as shown in the top right and bottom left corner.

Fig 2. Average synthesis error of different pose images using different pose dictionaries
The brighter the grayscale is, the larger the error is

4.2 IMAGE SYNTHESIS

Figure 3 shows an example of a synthesized frontal face image based on Eq. (5) from face
images captured at different pose angles. The figure shows that, the synthesized frontal face
images from different view angles are very similar to each other, which are also similar to the
real frontal face (the fifth picture of row 1). For large angle (±60°), the synthesized image of the
frontal face is blurry around the mouth. This is because when we normalize the images to align
and scale the face according to the eyes location, mouth area is partly missing for large view
angles, which leads to the lack of information for face synthesis. If using less atoms for
reconstruction, the blurry region may be reduced. However, because all the test images are
unseen and using less atoms the overall reconstruction error will be much higher. Our
synthesis is not attempt to reconstruct a very clear face with fine details but to reconstruct a
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frontal face that preserve similar facial features. In this way, the final face recognition
performance is higher.

Fig. 3 Face images with different pose

Fig. 4 Difference between the original image and the synthesized image to the real frontal face

The difference between the original image, the synthesized image to the corresponding frontal
face is shown in Figure 4. The smaller the view angle is, the smaller the difference between the
corresponding image and the frontal face image is. Compared to the original image, the
difference between the synthesized face image and the frontal face is lower than 50%. The
average difference dropped from 1718 for the original image to 772 for the synthesized image.
In addition, the change of difference for synthesized images with different pose angles are
much smaller than that for original images, which is consistent with samples shown in Figure
3. Therefore, frontal face image synthesis using sparse representation can significantly reduce
the appearance change of face images across pose angle, leading to improved robustness for
face recognition with pose variations.
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Fig. 5 Difference between the coefficients of the face sparse representation using different pose
dictionaries. The brighter the color the larger the difference is.

In order to compare the sparse representation coefficients of human faces from different view
angles with corresponding pose dictionaries, we use Eq. (7) to normalize the distance between
the coefficients of the face images generated with different pose dictionaries.
dcoef =

wα − w β

(

1
wα
2

2

2

+ wβ

2

)

(7)

ωα and ωβ are the sparse representation coefficients for the same face images obtained from
different pose dictionaries Dα and Dβ respectively.
Figure 5 shows the difference between the coefficients of the sparse representation across
different poses. The x axis and y axis represent pose angles and the brightness indicates the
difference. The brighter the color is, the larger the difference between two coefficients. We
found that the sparse representation coefficients between neighborhood pose dictionaries are
generally smaller. The greater the difference between view angles for pose dictionaries is, the
bigger the difference between their coefficients, which is consistent with the results shown in
Figure 2.
Non blurry background will have little impact on the face synthesis and recognition. First, the
background region in each face image only occupy a very small section and mainly turn up in
very high pose angles. Second, the proposed sparse representation method consider the whole
face image as one atom, thus the weights extracted by the algorithm is mainly related to the
facial features and is less likely affected by the non-face background. Third, after the
reconstruction, the synthesized frontal view face image will not contain non-blurry
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background because in the dictionary all the face atoms only has blurry background. Fourth, if
the frontal view image in the database has strong background, we can use the frontal pose
dictionary to reconstruct the frontal view image first to remove the background.
4.3 FACE RECOGNITION

We use the K-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm to test the original image and the
synthesized image in the FERET database. Only 100 frontal faces are used as training data, and
the remaining 800 faces of different view angles are used as test data. Table 2 shows the
recognition rate of the original image and the synthesized image of different view angles. From
which we can see that the recognition rate of smaller view angle is higher than that of the
larger view angle. This is because we use the frontal face image as the training data and the
appearance of smaller view angle face images are more similar to the training data. The
recognition rate of the synthesized image is 31 percentage points higher than that for the
original image on average. This improvement is more significant for very large view angles
(±60°), where recognition accuracy increases by more than 400% from less than 10 percentage
points to nearly 40 percentage points.
Table 2 Face recognition results of synthesized images and original images on different view angles.
viewing
angle

+60°

+40°

+25°

+15°

0°

-15°

-25°

-40°

-60°

average

synthetic

37%

53％

75％

83％

100%

85%

78%

68%

42%

69%

original

7％

14%

36％

69%

100%

62%

29%

14%

10%

38%

5.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss the application of sparse representation to pose estimation, face
synthesis and face recognition. From the analysis of experimental results, we discover that
sparse representation technique can well estimate the pose angle of face images, and it can be
used to synthesize the frontal face images from different view angles with relatively high
accuracy, which can greatly improve the recognition rate for large view angles. However, the
proposed method is still sensitive to occlusions to certain extent. If part of the face image is
invisible, for example covered by face mask or sunglasses, then the reconstruction error and
face synthesis quality may be affected. This problem needs to be investigated in the future to
further improve the robustness for occlusion.
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